A NEW DIMENSION OF
HYBRID EVENTS

1. THE PLATFORM

❑ New tool for trade shows, cogresses, events and business conferences
❑ Tool is based on MICE market experience
❑ It requires only access to Internet to use it from laptops, tablets or smartphones
❑ Simple and intuitive for organizers, exhibitor, participant and visitor

The Platform is based upon a highly effective and intuitive in use application,
upgraded by new functionalities dedicated to handle virtual fairs.
It provides the following features:
❑ unlimited number of exhibitors and visitors
❑ virtual assembling of customized display stands

❑ interactions in real time between exhibitor and visitor
❑ exchange of contacts and promo materials
❑ fixing meetings between participants
❑ taking part in accompanying events, such as: seminars, conferences or press briefings

❑ mailing customized packets with gadgets and printed info/promo materials
❑ providing participants with comprehensive statistics that enable interactions at the level of all
event or
❑ display stands in form of gamification and all sorts of surveys

2. FUNCTIONALITY

2. FUNCTIONALITY

❑ You go to Platform directly from website of
organizer

❑ Organizer keeps its autonomy all the time and plays
the main role.
❑ Virtual Business Platform is custom made tool for
each event or trade show separately

❑ The virtuall hall or room is created paralel to live
World, where exhibition or event is held.

2. FUNCTIONALITY

The Platform focuses on satisfying the three crucial
needs generated by a trade show or event:
❑ acquiring contacts leading to match-making
❑ familiarizing with products/services through their

displaying
❑ expanding knowledge – additional activities eg.
seminars, webinars, conferences, presentations,
roadshows, premiere events, press briefings

3. EXHIBITOR

3. EXHIBITOR

After purchasing access voucher (by selecting a suitable packet
of services available) exhibitor or participant can manage their
own panel, in which is possible:
❑ to create the own profile (enabling to manage uploaded
contents, its layout and appearance)

❑ to display products/services making use of uploaded
promo materials (photos, video podcasts, presentations)
❑ to manage contents to be streamed , including conducting
or participating in accompanying events
❑ to run the list of meetings with visitors – what facilitates
match-making

3. EXHIBITOR / PROFILE

While creating a profile, exhibitor will provide the
following information:
❑ company data (the name, address, tax registry
number)
❑ logo/photo
❑ brief description of business activities
❑ an industry/sector
❑ www
❑ TAGS (the key words related to business activities
pursued - pretty useful while match-making
(described in further part of presentation)

3. EXHIBITOR / MATCH-MAKING

Acquiring and establishing new contacts is one of the
crucial goals of any trade shows, conferences and
events.
In VIRTUAL BUSINESS PLATFORM such functionality is based upon
matching TAGS of exhibitors with those of visitors
(which are outlined and defined in their profiles and are
convergent with scope of their activities).
While profile is being filled in, visitor must select
appropriate TAGS. They will be outlined and defined by
both; event organizers and the agency. Match-making
system will be based upon their selection.

3. EXHIBITOR / MATCH-MAKING

Following acceptance of a meeting term by both Partners, the
date will be recorded in their meeting lists respectively. The
most suitable channel of communication will be selected too
(e.g. Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Skype).

3. EXHIBITOR / PRODUCT_ DISPLAY

Exhibitor is given an opportunity to upload promo/info
materials, such as:
❑ catalogues of products
❑ films

❑ presentations
❑ photos
❑ flyers

Above listed materials will be included into exhibitor’s
profile.

3. EXHIBITOR / Product_display / EXAMPLES

3. EXHIBITOR / DISPLAY_STAND

Depending on the type of access voucher purchased,
exhibitors are enabled to customize their stands within
selected range. There will be three different types of
stands available:
❑ basic
▪ version 1
▪ version 2
❑ advanced
▪ version 1
▪ version 2

❑ custom – examples

3. EXHIBITOR / STREAMING

Exhibitors are given opportunity to stream selected
video contents. Their broadcasting will be effected
using dedicated sub-site of the fair. Streaming can be
done in form of:
❑ workshops

❑ shows
❑ roadshows
❑ webinars
❑ conferences

❑ press briefings

3. EXHIBITOR / STATISTICS

Virtual formula of fair enables exhibitors to gain access
to all needed statistics. Among them the following ones
seem most important:
❑ number of currently logged in users
❑ number of visitors to a particular display stand

❑ number of clicks at product subsites
❑ current number of available suppliers
❑ amount of time spent by a vistor at a particular
display stand

❑ amount of taken promo/info materials
❑ number of visit business cards left by visitors at
a particular stand number of visit business cards
left by visitors at a particular stand

❑ data referring to match-making
of matches or effective contacts )

(number

4. VISITOR

4. VISITOR / PANEL

After gaining access, a visitor is granted the
opportunity to manage their own panel, they have to
fill in with necessary data regarding:
❑ company data (full and abbreviated name,
address, tax registry number, industry and sector
of economy)
❑ personal data (first and surname)
❑ logo or photo

❑ short description of conducted business activities
On grounds of received information an e-visit card is
compiled.

4. VISITOR / DASHBOARD_VIEW

After the e-visit card is created and registered, a
visitor will start navigating across functionalities from
the dashboard.
At this stage, a visitor will choose functionalities of
their interest:
❑ a site map of fair
❑ match-making
❑ a list of exhibitors

❑ a list of available streams
❑ a list of meetings
❑ settings of visitor’s account

4. VISITOR / BROWSER
Except of the main three functionalities, a visitor is
granted an opportunity to find a specific exhibitor using
a dedicated fair’s browser. A set of filters will be
applied:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

name
industry
category
segment
country
product/service

❑ TAGS
After the requested firm is found, visitor may:

❑
❑
❑
❑

see the company’s profile
go through uploaded promo/info materials
leave an e-visit card with request a contact
request a meeting online, while leaving an e-card

4. VISITOR / match-making

A visitor determines selection of TAGS closely connected
with their scope of business activities or those related with a
field of business they seek .
Selected TAGS will be used at match-making actions.
A visitor will receive some proposals for meetings with
exhibitors, determined by specific TAGS. Once particular
proposal is accepted and whereabouts are fixed – the
meeting is recorded automatically.
Depending on specific of a particular fair event, there is an
opportunity to ask for a product sample from exhibitor. Such
request from visitor will be visible in the system on an
exhibitor’s profile.

4. VISITOR / STREAMING

Expanded formula of fair event in respect to
streaming opportunities is scheduled for visitors who
except of the need to gain new business contacts,
seek new business trends and they wish to enhance
their knowledge and skills thanks to participation in:
❑ webinars
❑ conferences

❑ roadshows
❑ product presentations
❑ workshops

4. VISITOR / STREAMING

5. PACKETING

5. PACKETING
The list of functionalities which can be
packeted/grouped using Virtual Business Platform :
❑ number of people assisting visitors (trade reps)

Virtual Business Platform provides organizers with
additional source of income, while selling packets of
diversified sets of functionalities.
Depending on organizer’s decision, both exhibitors
and visitors can be subjected to grouping.

❑ amount of space needed for placing promo
materials

❑ number of assigned TAGS
❑ promoting a particular profile in browser (in
match-making)
❑ size of a virtual stand

❑ capacity and time of streaming
❑ access to statistics
❑ banners /main site, subsites, streaming channels,
virtual fair space)

❑ product catalogue
❑ access to visitors list
❑ positioning in fair’s browser

5. PACKETING / EXAMPLE_PACKETS

6. EXTRAS

6. EXTRAS / PRESS_ROOM

Organizers can invite selected journalists. There will be
a separate, free of chargé level of access to platform
made available for them.
Similarly to visitors, they will be requested to provide
their whereabouts, in order to compile e-visit card for
each of them.
Press e-card will contain basic information, such as:
❑ First and surname
❑ Title of paper

Within the frames of participation journalists will be
granted an opportunity to:
❑ watch streams and ask questions
❑ make appointments with exhibitors – they will be
indicated in exhibitor’s panel as „the press”
❑ download promo materials and catalogues
❑ gain access to press release made by exhibitors
❑ download materials about partners of a given
event

6. EXTRAS / GAMIFICATION

In order to activate visitors organizers may implement some
gamification incentives.
Thanks to this solution we hope for generating a more intense
and vibrant movement on the platform.
Gamification would be based upon collecting points for
a specific activities, such as:
❑ participation in streamings
❑ visits paid to virtual display stands

❑ browsing through product catalogues
❑ others
Scoring points will be rewarded with some tokens and access
to score tables will be granted in real time.

7. BENEFITS

7. BENEFITS

❑ Intuitive and user friendly
❑ Opportunity for unlimited number of exhibitors and visitors

❑ Costs and time savings
❑ Access to all promotional materials after event
❑ Match-making system
❑ Access to statistics

❑ Full compay presentations based on digital materials
❑ Opportunity to set up new business contacts with strictly
selected group of clients

8. MAINTENANCE_OF_
SYSTEM_and_SECURITY

8. MAINTENANCE_OF_SYSTEM

❑ The system is developed in full conformity with security requirements OWASP WSTG 4.1

❑ The organizer is the data owner – VBP only administrates this data for time agreed with organizer
❑ All access data are stored in protected database on dedicated safe server
❑ All data are archived and stored in safe locations
❑ Access to sensitive data is restricted

❑ All standards required by GDPR and connected with anonimization and storing of data are applied
❑ The mechanisms of AI are applied to monitor platform activities and adjust its parameters
❑ We are granted ISO 27001 certificate
❑ All data are transferred using encoded and safe protocol HTTPS

❑ Our platform is resistant to all DDOS type attacks , as well as we have all necessary solutions of enterprise class
WAF i IPS
❑ Thanks to access provided by many internet operators we are capable of handling capacity of several Gbps/s

8. SECURITY

❑ Our solution utilizes High Availability (HA) architecture, so in case of any system crash, we are capable of returning
to normal activity within several minutes of time.
❑ Current solution can handle up to 50 ths visitors within 24 hours, 500 users paralelly
❑ The Platform is monitored 24/7 all year round

❑ The system is equipped with all suitable developing, testing, upgrading and production environments
❑ Thanks to state of the art updating tools our platform is barely threatened with operational stoppages during
implementation of new functionalities
❑ All gained data are indexed and conform to a suitable SEO

❑ Page lapse time is reduced to minimum
❑ We offer conformity with all latest versions of most popular internet browsers
❑ A team of dedicated administrators and programmers take constant care of the Platform in case any
malfunctioning occurs

9. CONTACT

9. CONTACT

